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Mitigation Plan Template for Ex Parte Renewal Compliance Issues, August 2023 

Area of non-compliance: Federal renewal requirements at 42 C.F.R. §§ 435.916(a)(2) and 457.343 require that states complete a redetermination of eligibility 
based on available information for each individual in the household. Some states are conducting ex parte renewals at the household level, without regard to 
differing eligibility statuses and income thresholds for individuals within the household. As a result, while a state may have sufficient information during the 
ex parte process to renew Medicaid or Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) coverage for some individuals in a multi-member household, states are 
sending renewal forms requesting information for all household members. If the renewal form is not returned, states are disenrolling all individuals in the 
household, including those determined to be eligible through the ex parte process.  These actions violate the federal renewal requirements, and states must 
address them immediately. 

This issue most commonly affects (1) children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid and (2) eligible individuals in households in which 
additional documentation is needed to verify eligibility for the other household members. States may identify other circumstances in which individuals in multi-
member households are inappropriately disenrolled from their Medicaid and/or CHIP coverage due to incorrect systems programming or state processes that 
do not accurately account for individuals’ differing eligibility statuses or in which the state denies ongoing eligibility for one household member based on 
missing documentation needed only to renew eligibility for another. If identified, these areas of non-compliance must also be addressed. 

Required state action: States that are not operating in compliance with federal renewal requirements must immediately: 
1. Pause disenrollments for those individuals for whom the ex parte renewal process is not currently compliant and whose Medicaid coverage may be 

terminated inappropriately due to improper implementation of renewal requirements (hereafter described as “affected individuals”), until the state 
implements mitigations or other updates to ensure that eligible individuals are not disenrolled. 

2. Reinstate coverage for all affected individuals who have been disenrolled due to a failure to account for the individual’s eligibility status, independent 
of that of others in the household. States unable to quickly identify individuals within a household affected by this issue must reinstate coverage for 
the full household. When reinstating eligibility for affected individuals, the state must: 

a. Provide retroactive eligibility back to the date of termination, without a gap in coverage; and 
b. Notify affected individuals that their coverage has been reinstated and provide information about next steps, including what actions, if any, 

the beneficiary must take to obtain payment for unpaid medical bills and/or ensure that eligible services are covered for the period while the 
individual was disenrolled. The state may not require the individual to provide documentation of eligibility during this period. 

3. Implement one or more mitigation strategies to prevent continued inappropriate terminations of eligibility until such time that the state has fixed all 
systems and processes to be compliant with the renewal requirements. States may select any of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)-
identified mitigation strategies listed on pages 4 and 5 of the August 30, 2023, letter sent to State Medicaid Directors, or they may propose  
alternative state-developed mitigation strategies that ensure that eligible individuals are not disenrolled and demonstrate a path to full compliance 
with relevant federal requirements by the end of a state’s unwinding period. An alternative approach may not extend a state’s unwinding period 
beyond 3 additional months or permit further disenrollment of eligible individuals in a household that would require reinstatement. 

4. Fix the state’s systems and processes to ensure that redeterminations are conducted appropriately for all individuals in the household. 
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Instructions for states in compliance: States that are in compliance with the federal renewal regulations at 42 C.F.R. §§ 435.916(a)(2) and 457.343 and 
successfully complete a redetermination of eligibility based on available information for each individual in the household should send confirmation of their 
compliance to CMS. States may use the attestation found on page 3 of this document, though use of this template is not required. The attestation should be 
submitted via email to the CMS Unwinding Mailbox at CMSUnwindingSupport@cms.hhs.gov no later than September 13, 2023. 

Instructions for states with areas of non-compliance: States that have identified any areas of non-compliance related to the appropriate determination of 
eligibility for individuals in multi-member households must contact CMS no later than September 13, 2023, with additional information on the population of 
individuals affected and the state’s plan and timeline for reinstatement and implementation of mitigation strategies described in the August 30, 2023, letter 
sent to State Medicaid Directors. If the state’s assessment is not complete by September 13, 2023, please submit your preliminary assessment by that date. 
States that previously identified any areas of non-compliance but have since implemented mitigations or other fixes should also submit the requested 
information in the mitigation plan addendum to CMS. 

CMS has provided the template beginning on page 4 of this document to facilitate states’ reporting, though use of the template is not required. If using 
another format than this template, please include the information requested in the bullets below. States may submit the completed template or required 
information in other formats via email to the CMS Unwinding Mailbox at CMSUnwindingSupport@cms.hhs.gov. 

• Population(s) affected by the state’s failure to complete a redetermination of eligibility based on available information for each individual in the 
household, regardless of the eligibility of others in the household unit. 

• The number of affected individuals in each population 
• Description of the state’s current process for conducting ex parte renewals for a household with affected individuals  
• Description of the state’s plan for pausing disenrollments until the state implements mitigations or other updates to ensure that eligible individuals 

are not disenrolled. If the state does not need to pause future disenrollments, the state should explain why.  
• Confirmation that all affected individuals will have their coverage reinstated, and the number of individuals who will have coverage reinstated. States 

unable to quickly identify affected individuals within a household must reinstate coverage for the full household.  
• Confirmation that individuals with coverage reinstated will be provided instructions for obtaining payment for unpaid medical bills and/or ensure 

eligible services are covered while the individual was disenrolled.  
• Timeline for when coverage reinstatement will occur. 
• Which mitigation strategies the state will implement, which populations the strategies will be implemented for, and the implementation timeline(s). 

States may select any of the CMS-identified mitigation strategies listed on pages 4 and 5 of the August 30, 2023, letter sent to State Medicaid 
Directors, or they may propose alternative state-developed mitigation strategies that ensure that eligible individuals are not disenrolled and 
demonstrate a path to full compliance with relevant federal requirements by the end of a state’s unwinding period. 

• Description of the state’s initial plans related to the system fix(es) the state will use to conduct ex parte renewals at the individual level, including 
whether the fix will be temporary or permanent (CMS will request additional information related to the system fix[es] used) 
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Section 1: State Attestation for Completing Compliant Ex Parte Renewals 

State:  
Medicaid Director:  
State point of contact for attestation:   
Date of submission:  

Background: Federal Medicaid renewal regulations require that states complete a redetermination of Medicaid or CHIP eligibility based on available 
information for each individual in the household, regardless of the eligibility of others in the household unit: “[t]he agency must make a redetermination of 
eligibility without requiring information from the individual if able to do so based on reliable information contained in the individual’s account or other more 
current information available to the agency” (emphasis added). Regulations related to the determination of eligibility at 42 C.F.R. §§ 435.911(c) and 
457.350(b)(1) also specify that the agency must furnish Medicaid for each individual determined eligible at application and redetermination of eligibility,  
if found eligible. Further, while states may need to obtain information, such as income, from all household members, to renew eligibility for those whose 
eligibility cannot be established via the ex parte process, states may not require additional information to renew coverage for those who should have already 
been determined eligible based on other available reliable information. Requesting additional information under these circumstances is inconsistent with  
42 CFR 435.916(e), which specifies that “the agency may request from beneficiaries only the information needed to renew eligibility.” As a result, any state 
that conditions renewal of Medicaid eligibility for individuals in the household on the return of a renewal form, when such individuals’ eligibility has already 
been established based on available information via the ex parte process, is out of compliance with federal renewal requirements and may be ineligible to 
claim the temporary FMAP increase under section 6008(f)(2)(A) of the FFCRA. 

Attestation: If the state is in compliance with the above federal regulations, select the following boxes to attest that each statement is true: 

☐ The state completes a redetermination of Medicaid and CHIP eligibility based on available information for each individual in the household, regardless  
of the eligibility of others in the household unit. 

☐ The state does not require information needed only to determine Medicaid or CHIP eligibility for an individual if able to do so based on reliable 
information contained in the individual's account or other more current information available to the agency.  

☐ The state does not condition renewal of Medicaid or CHIP eligibility for individuals in the household on the return of a renewal form, when such 
individuals’ eligibility has already been established based on available information via the ex parte process. 

☐ Since April 1, 2023, no eligible individuals have been disenrolled from Medicaid or CHIP due to a failure to account for the individual’s eligibility status, 
independent of that of others in the household. 
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Section 2: Mitigation Plan Addendum Template for States with Areas of Non-Compliance 

State:  
Medicaid Director:  
State point of contact for mitigation plan:  
Date of submission:  

A. Issue description 

A.1. Select the population(s) affected by the state’s failure to complete a redetermination of eligibility based on available information  
for each individual in the household, regardless of the eligibility of others in the household unit (select all that apply): 
☐ Children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid:  
☐ Eligible individuals in households in which additional documentation is needed to verify eligibility for the other  

household members:   
☐ Other (please specify):  

A.2. Please provide a description of the state’s current process for conducting ex parte renewals for a household with affected individuals:  
 

B. Plans for pausing disenrollments for affected individuals (CMS will ask states about redistributing held terminations in future conversations with states) 

B.1. Will the state pause disenrollments until the state implements mitigations or other updates to ensure that eligible individuals are not disenrolled? 
☐ Yes, procedural disenrollments only (please provide more information, including the planned length of time):  
☐ Yes, all disenrollments (please provide more information, including the planned length of time):  
☐ No (please specify why this is not needed):  

C. Plans to reinstate coverage for affected individuals who have been disenrolled 

C.1. For how many individuals will coverage be reinstated? States unable to quickly identify affected individuals within a household must reinstate 
coverage for the full household.  

C.2. When will coverage be reinstated?  

C.3. How will individuals with coverage reinstated be notified and given instructions for obtaining payment for unpaid medical bills and/or coverage for 
services while disenrolled?  
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D. Mitigation strategies and details about how the selected strategies will be implemented (states must select at least one) 

Mitigation Strategies Additional Information Implementation Timeline 
☐ 1. Identify and renew eligibility 

for affected individuals prior to 
disenrollment (e.g., based on 
information from the initial  
ex parte process or through a 
manual process, checking data 
sources and renewing eligibility 
for any individual in a 
household who remains 
eligible) until a system fix is 
fully implemented 

a. For which populations will this strategy be implemented? Select all that apply. 
☐ Children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid 
☐ Eligible individuals in households in which additional documentation is 

needed to verify eligibility for the other household members 
☐ Other (please specify):  

b. Additional information:  
 

 

☐ 2. Suspend renewals while the 
state implements needed 
systems and operational  
fixes, which may include 
implementation of mitigation 
strategy 1 above 

a. For which populations will this strategy be implemented? Select all that apply. 
☐ All renewals 
☐ Children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid 
☐ Eligible individuals in households in which additional documentation is 

needed to verify eligibility for the other household members 
☐ Other (please specify):  

b. How many months will the state pause?  
c. How many months will the state extend its unwinding period as a result of this 

mitigation strategy?  
d. Additional information (including redistribution plans, if available):  
 

 

☐ 3. Extend Medicaid or CHIP 
eligibility for affected 
individuals for up to 12 months 
from the member’s scheduled 
renewal during the unwinding 
period 

a. For which populations will this strategy be implemented? Select all that apply. 
☐ Children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid 
☐ Eligible individuals in households in which additional documentation is 

needed to verify eligibility for the other household members 
☐ Other (please specify):  

b. For how long will eligibility be extended for affected individuals?  
 

c. Additional information:  
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Mitigation Strategies Additional Information Implementation Timeline 
☐ 4. Other (please specify):  

 
a. For which populations will this strategy be implemented? Select all that apply. 

☐ Children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid 
☐ Eligible individuals in households in which additional documentation is 

needed to verify eligibility for the other household members 
☐ Other (please specify):  

b. Additional information:  

 

 

E. Plans to fix the state’s systems and processes (CMS will request additional information related to the system fix(es) used to achieve full compliance) 

E.1. Please provide initial plans related to the system fix(es) the state will use to conduct ex parte renewals at the individual level, including whether the fix 
will be temporary or permanent.  

 
E.2. What is the estimated timeline(s) for these system fix(es)?  

 
F. Other notes/additional information, including other identified areas of non-compliance and proposed mitigations:  
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		56		4		Tags->0->22->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Please provide a description of the state’s current process for conducting ex parte renewals for a household with affected individuals" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		57		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Yes, procedural disenrollments only (1 of 3)" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		58		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->1->1->1,Tags->0->24->0->1->2->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Please provide more information, including the planned length of time" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		59		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->2->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Yes, all disenrollments (2 of 3)" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		60		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->3->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "No (3 of 3)" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		61		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->3->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Please specify why this is not needed" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		62		4		Tags->0->26->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "For how many individuals will coverage be reinstated?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		63		4		Tags->0->26->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "When will coverage be reinstated?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		64		4		Tags->0->26->2->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "How will individuals with coverage reinstated be notified and given instructions for obtaining payment for unpaid medical bills and/or coverage for services while disenrolled?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		65		5		Tags->0->28->1->0->0->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Identify and renew eligibility for affected individuals prior to disenrollment until a system fix is fully implemented" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		66		5,6		Tags->0->28->1->1->0->1->1->0->1,Tags->0->28->4->1->0->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Additional information" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		67		5		Tags->0->28->1->2->0->0->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Strategy 1: Implementation Timeline" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		68		5		Tags->0->28->2->0->0->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Suspend renewals while the state implements needed systems and operational fixes, which may include implementation of mitigation strategy 1 above" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		69		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "All renewals (1 of 4)" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		70		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->2->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid (2 of 4)" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		71		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->3->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Eligible individuals in households in which additional documentation is needed to verify eligibility for the other household members (3 of 4)" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		72		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->4->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Other (4 of 4)" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		73		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "How many months will the state pause?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		74		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->2->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "How many months will the state extend its unwinding period as a result of this mitigation strategy?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		75		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->3->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Additional information (including redistribution plans, if available)" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		76		5		Tags->0->28->2->2->0->0->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Strategy 2: Implementation Timeline" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		77		5		Tags->0->28->3->0->0->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Extend Medicaid or CHIP eligibility for affected individuals for up to 12 months from the member’s scheduled renewal during the unwinding period" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		78		5		Tags->0->28->3->1->0->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "For how long will eligibility be extended for affected individuals?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		79		5		Tags->0->28->3->1->0->2->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Additional information:" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		80		5		Tags->0->28->3->2->0->0->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Strategy 3: Implementation Timeline" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		81		6		Tags->0->28->4->0->0->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Other" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		82		6		Tags->0->28->4->2->0->0->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Strategy 4: Implementation Timeline" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		83		6		Tags->0->30->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Please provide initial plans related to the system fix(es) the state will use to conduct ex parte renewals at the individual level, including whether the fix will be temporary or permanent." is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		84		6		Tags->0->30->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "What is the estimated timeline(s) for these system fix(es)?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		85		6		Tags->0->31->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H2. Forms tooltips		Passed		Please verify that TU of "Other notes/additional information, including other identified areas of non-compliance and proposed mitigations" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verification result set by user.

		86		3		Tags->0->10->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of State Attestation: State for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		87		3,4		Tags->0->11->0->1,Tags->0->18->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Medicaid Director for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		88		3		Tags->0->12->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of State point of contact for attestation for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		89		3,4		Tags->0->13->0->1,Tags->0->20->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Date of submission for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		90		3		Tags->0->15->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of The state completes a redetermination of Medicaid and CHIP eligibility based on available information for each individual in the household, regardless of the eligibility of others in the household unit. (1 of 4) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		91		3		Tags->0->15->2->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of The state does not require information needed only to determine Medicaid or CHIP eligibility for an individual if able to do so based on reliable information contained in the individual's account or other more current information available to the agency. (2 of 4) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		92		3		Tags->0->15->3->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of The state does not condition renewal of Medicaid or CHIP eligibility for individuals in the household on the return of a renewal form, when such individuals’ eligibility has already been established based on available information via the ex parte process. (3 of 4) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		93		3		Tags->0->15->4->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Since April 1, 2023, no eligible individuals have been disenrolled from Medicaid or CHIP due to a failure to account for the individual’s eligibility status, independent of that of others in the household. (4 of 4) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		94		4		Tags->0->17->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Mitigation Plan: State for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		95		4		Tags->0->19->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of State point of contact for mitigation plan for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		96		4,5,6		Tags->0->22->0->1->1->0->1,Tags->0->28->1->1->0->0->1->1->1,Tags->0->28->3->1->0->0->1->1->1,Tags->0->28->4->1->0->0->1->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid (1 of 3) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		97		4		Tags->0->22->0->1->1->1->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Number of individuals incorrectly disenrolled due to this issue for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		98		4,5,6		Tags->0->22->0->1->2->0->1,Tags->0->28->1->1->0->0->1->2->1,Tags->0->28->3->1->0->0->1->2->1,Tags->0->28->4->1->0->0->1->2->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Eligible individuals in households in which additional documentation is needed to verify eligibility for the other household members (2 of 3) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		99		4		Tags->0->22->0->1->2->1->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Number of individuals incorrectly disenrolled due to this issue; please describe for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		100		4,5,6		Tags->0->22->0->1->3->0->1,Tags->0->28->1->1->0->0->1->3->1,Tags->0->28->3->1->0->0->1->3->1,Tags->0->28->4->1->0->0->1->3->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Other (3 of 3) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		101		4,5,6		Tags->0->22->0->1->3->1->1,Tags->0->28->1->1->0->0->1->4->1,Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->5->1,Tags->0->28->3->1->0->0->1->4->1,Tags->0->28->4->0->0->0->1->1->1,Tags->0->28->4->1->0->0->1->4->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Please specify for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		102		4		Tags->0->22->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Please provide a description of the state’s current process for conducting ex parte renewals for a household with affected individuals for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		103		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Yes, procedural disenrollments only (1 of 3) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		104		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->1->1->1,Tags->0->24->0->1->2->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Please provide more information, including the planned length of time for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		105		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->2->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Yes, all disenrollments (2 of 3) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		106		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->3->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of No (3 of 3) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		107		4		Tags->0->24->0->1->3->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Please specify why this is not needed for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		108		4		Tags->0->26->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of For how many individuals will coverage be reinstated? for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		109		4		Tags->0->26->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of When will coverage be reinstated? for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		110		4		Tags->0->26->2->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of How will individuals with coverage reinstated be notified and given instructions for obtaining payment for unpaid medical bills and/or coverage for services while disenrolled? for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		111		5		Tags->0->28->1->0->0->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Identify and renew eligibility for affected individuals prior to disenrollment until a system fix is fully implemented for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		112		5,6		Tags->0->28->1->1->0->1->1->0->1,Tags->0->28->4->1->0->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Additional information for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		113		5		Tags->0->28->1->2->0->0->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Strategy 1: Implementation Timeline for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		114		5		Tags->0->28->2->0->0->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Suspend renewals while the state implements needed systems and operational fixes, which may include implementation of mitigation strategy 1 above for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		115		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of All renewals (1 of 4) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		116		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->2->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Children in households with at least one adult enrolled in Medicaid (2 of 4) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		117		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->3->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Eligible individuals in households in which additional documentation is needed to verify eligibility for the other household members (3 of 4) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		118		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->0->1->4->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Other (4 of 4) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		119		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of How many months will the state pause? for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		120		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->2->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of How many months will the state extend its unwinding period as a result of this mitigation strategy? for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		121		5		Tags->0->28->2->1->0->3->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Additional information (including redistribution plans, if available) for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		122		5		Tags->0->28->2->2->0->0->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Strategy 2: Implementation Timeline for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		123		5		Tags->0->28->3->0->0->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Extend Medicaid or CHIP eligibility for affected individuals for up to 12 months from the member’s scheduled renewal during the unwinding period for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		124		5		Tags->0->28->3->1->0->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of For how long will eligibility be extended for affected individuals? for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		125		5		Tags->0->28->3->1->0->2->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Additional information: for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		126		5		Tags->0->28->3->2->0->0->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Strategy 3: Implementation Timeline for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		127		6		Tags->0->28->4->0->0->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Other for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		128		6		Tags->0->28->4->2->0->0->0		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Strategy 4: Implementation Timeline for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		129		6		Tags->0->30->0->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Please provide initial plans related to the system fix(es) the state will use to conduct ex parte renewals at the individual level, including whether the fix will be temporary or permanent. for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		130		6		Tags->0->30->1->1->0->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of What is the estimated timeline(s) for these system fix(es)? for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		131		6		Tags->0->31->1->1		Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H3. Tooltips contain requirements		Passed		Does the tooltip of Other notes/additional information, including other identified areas of non-compliance and proposed mitigations for the highlighted element contain all the formatting requirements that will be automatically flagged as an error?		Verification result set by user.

		132						Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H4. Required fields		Passed		No form fields have been marked as Required. Please verify that none of the form fields in this document is a required form field.		Verification result set by user.

		133						Section H: PDFs containing Forms		H5. Tab order		Passed		All pages that contain annotations have tabbing order set to follow the logical structure.		

		134						Section I: PDFs containing other common elements		I1. Nonstandard glyphs		Passed		All nonstandard text (glyphs) are tagged in an accessible manner.		

		135						Section I: PDFs containing other common elements		I3. Language for words and phrases		Passed		All words were found in their corresponding language's dictionary		

		136						Section I: PDFs containing other common elements		I4. Table of Contents		Passed		No Table of Contents (TOCs) were detected in this document.		Verification result set by user.

		137						Section A: All PDFs		A5. Is the document free from content that flashes more than 3 times per second?		Not Applicable		No elements that could cause flicker were detected in this document.		

		138						Section A: All PDFs		A10. Role mapped custom tags		Not Applicable		No Role-maps exist in this document.		

		139						Section D: PDFs containing Images		D1. Images in Figures		Not Applicable		No Paths, XObjects, Form XObjects or Shadings were detected in document.		

		140						Section D: PDFs containing Images		D2. Figures Alternative text		Not Applicable		No Figure or Formula tags with alternate representation were detected in this document.		

		141						Section D: PDFs containing Images		D2. Figures Alternative text		Not Applicable		No Formula tags were detected in this document.		

		142						Section D: PDFs containing Images		D3. Decorative Images		Not Applicable		No Paths, XObjects, Form XObjects or Shadings were detected in document.		

		143						Section D: PDFs containing Images		D4. Complex Images		Not Applicable		No Figures detected in this document		

		144						Section D: PDFs containing Images		D5. Images of text		Not Applicable		No images of text were detected in this document.		

		145						Section D: PDFs containing Images		D6. Grouped Images		Not Applicable		No Figures were detected in this document.		
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